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Abstract6

Introduction-There are many different definitions of cosmopolitanism and nationalism. Each7

of these terms cannot have one precise definition because there are many theories, principles8

and issues that overlap in defining the terms. To define both cosmopolitanism and nationalism9

one may have to consider factors like border-crossing, individ Nationalsmualism, citizenship or10

international justice (Kaunonen 23). Cosmopolitanism may incorporate aspects of nationalism11

and therefore there interrelationship that comes into play when giving a compressive definition12

to these terms.Cosmopolitanism involves wide range views on moral and socio-political beliefs13

and practices. Initial shared thought about cosmopolitanism suggested that all humankind,14

regardless of their different affiliations should exist as one community. With time different15

views have created different versions of cosmopolitanism either based on moral customs,16

political alignments or geographical influences. Philosophical roles have always centered on17

cosmopolitanism debate. Cosmopolitanism arguments have always revolved around breaking18

bonders and other human interaction limitations. The scope of defining people in a dimension19

of world citizenship brings into light the ideological concept of cosmopolitanism.20
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Index terms—22

1 Introduction23

here are many different definitions of cosmopolitanism and nationalism. Each of these terms cannot have one24
precise definition because there are many theories, principles and issues that overlap in defining the terms. To25
define both cosmopolitanism and nationalism one may have to consider factors like border-crossing, individ26
Nationalsmualism, citizenship or international justice (Kaunonen 23). Cosmopolitanism may incorporate aspects27
of nationalism and therefore there interrelationship that comes into play when giving a compressive definition to28
these terms.29

Cosmopolitanism involves wide range views on moral and socio-political beliefs and practices. Initial shared30
thought about cosmopolitanism suggested that all humankind, regardless of their different affiliations should exist31
as one community. With time different views have created different versions of cosmopolitanism either based32
on moral customs, political alignments or geographical influences. Philosophical roles have always centered on33
cosmopolitanism debate. Cosmopolitanism arguments have always revolved around breaking bonders and other34
human interaction limitations. The scope of defining people in a dimension of world citizenship brings into light35
the ideological concept of cosmopolitanism.36

Nationalism is a varied, multidimensional ideology that reflects on a shared communal identification and37
association with a specific nation or state. Nationalism definition may depend on a nation context that is38
applied. It is a term that creates sociopolitical belonging and autonomy. Political advancement in 18th and 19th39
century created a need for nation’s sovereignty that led to revolutions in different part of the world. It is during40
this period that nationalism became a strong socio-political agenda for initiating change in different nations’41
leadership and relationships. Nationalism was one of causes of World War I (Horne 37). Different nations where42
seeking a sense of identity and belonging of course in relationship to other nations beliefs and ideologies. It was43
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the question of nationalism factor in determining who was an ally or a foe. These were some of challenges that44
intensive nationalism created.45

II.46

2 Discussion47

Cosmopolitanism is not guided by demands of singularity or wholesomeness. In support of cosmopolitanism48
??Will 127) says ”it is an identity insistently mindful that the abundant possibilities of life may not be fully49
realized within the horizons of one tradition or culture and that the fabric of one’s self is enriched by being50
stitched together from cloths of different colors and hues.” This statement raises concerns of nationality breach.51
The actual nature of cosmopolitanism means knowing no boundaries in human interaction.52

Cosmopolitanism ideologies are multi-level concepts.53
For one to adequately define cosmopolitanism they have to consider the levels that the ideology operates in.54

Different requirements set the levels of cosmopolitanism. Moral demands is such a requirement. In other cases,55
legal requirements can set a level of cosmopolitanism. Cosmopolitanism is also characterized by common linking56
of humanity.57

The debate about nationalism takes into account history revolution of mankind. Historical inclinations and58
occurrences have always influenced dimensions of nationalism ??Houghton 203). Some nationalists argue that59
nations are ageless trends. Since the formation of the world in terms of nation alignments nations has been on a60
progressive trend of defining their nationalism scope. Nationalism approach in recent history has viewed nations61
as contemporary constructed establishments.62

Cosmopolitanism debate has had an equal share of evaluation by different scholars and philosophers. According63
to ??Neilson 126) ”since the early 1990s there has been a growing attempts in the US academy to free the term64
cosmopolitanism from its traditional implications of rootlessness and privilege and to make it work in the context65
of post colonialism and globalization.” Neilson explores the debate on different forms of cosmopolitanism such as66
comparative, rooted and post-colonial cosmopolitanism. Comparative cosmopolitanism engages a broad analysis67
on social, cultural and political dynamics in search of selfconsciousness. Author: e-mail: mithilabagai@gmail.com68
and their effects on the international interactions and relations.69

Cosmopolitanism rides on the effects of cultural hybrid ??Blainey 14). This means that creation of universal70
enlightenment and relationship is a component of cosmopolitanism. Although geographical limitation may affect71
scopes of cosmopolitanism, recent development of globalization has reduced geographical factors in Cosmo politics72
dimensions. In another different viewpoint cosmopolitanism has a geopolitical context.73

3 This means a close focus on inter-communal politics74

The relationship between cosmopolitanism and nationalism is a contradicting correlation. Nationalism incorpo-75
rates politics as a primary focus which set guidelines for defining any nation. Cosmopolitanism ideologies on the76
other side to break the boundaries set by nationalism. It is this relationship that makes the relationship of the77
two ideologies be an intricate delineation.78

An assertion by ??Nussbaum,19) gives an extensive scope of nationalism and cosmopolitanism, when he quotes79
”I am willing? top serve my country; but my worship I reserve for Right which is far greater than my country.80
To worship my country as a god is to bring curse upon it”. Americans seemed to embrace aspects of nationalism81
at the expense of ideal cosmopolitanism. Their emphasis on nationalism seemed exaggerated and was seen as82
an isolation element. In justification of nationalism Americans argued that they couldn’t define themselves well83
unless when associated with a common national identity. Seeking justification of nationalism to Americans had84
numerous advantages. This was an approach that was supposed to unite Americans, regardless of their ethnic,85
racial, religious or political difference.86

The role of politics in nationalism and cosmopolitanism couldn’t be ignored in America history. Although in87
other continents such as Asia cosmopolitanism might have autonomously evolved without nationalism, America88
had integration of these two ideologies. Nussbaum argues that forces of nationalism defeated the noble principles89
of cosmopolitanism. According to Nussbaum discussion ”proponents of nationalism in politics and in education90
frequently make a thin concession to cosmopolitanism.” This is a viewpoint that tries to define the role of education91
in creating international awareness and national identity.92

A statement by Diogenes, a Greek philosopher provides intriguing approach of cosmopolitanism (21). When93
people inquired about his origin, this philosopher replied that he was a citizen of the world. This definition was94
not subject to nationalism approach. The philosopher refused to be identified along notational tags and opted for95
a more universal and broader definition. A universal definition gives a bigger moral obligation. According to the96
ideologies of this Greek philosopher, it did not matter which nation one was born. Being born in any nation was97
just an accident, and therefore defining one according to the nation was a nun-fundamental allegiance. According98
to this argument, no social restriction such as nationality differences, ethnical attachments, or geographical origins99
should create should we should not allow differences of nationality or class or ethnic membership or even gender100
to erect walls between mankind. The importance of recognizing humanity was regardless of any affiliation was a101
fundamental aspect of universal allegiance. This view was based on the assertion that human beings live in social102
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circles. The circles are then integrated in national values. National values are further integrated in humanity103
values.104

There are three main principles that form core values of cosmopolitanism. Universalism is a core principle at105
the hub of cosmopolitanism. This is a view that all humanity is equal; regardless of any difference. Generality106
is the second principle of cosmopolitanism. This is an approach that human being should not be confined107
in small ideology groups characterized by cultural practices and beliefs. If humanity had common association108
parameters according cosmopolitans life would be more fascinating. Lastly, individualism principle is a concern109
for cosmopolitans. Cosmopolitanism disregards element of individualism in humanity interaction.110

Just has mentioned earlier, moral obligation can only be created through a bigger global picture of taking111
responsibility even in our beliefs. It is an aspect of cosmopolitanism that is critical in understanding nation’s112
position globally. Cosmopolitanism creates a universal approach that takes into account importance of world113
unity. In the world of intense political lobbying cosmopolitanism neutralizes political tension that would cause114
sour international relationship if left unchecked.115

The discourses between cosmopolitanism and nationalism also involves globalization debates ??Friedrich 163).116
Globalization being a tool of technological manifestation has centered itself in the nation’s relationships. Whether117
friends of foes, globalization has persistently proved that it knows no barriers. The extent at which human beings118
interact either through international trade or social media is immeasurable (Eilsler 76). Nationalism bottle-necks119
don’t limit this kind of interaction. Distinction of effects of globalization and cosmopolitanism effects is minimal.120

4 Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism121

It is important to assert that different continents however have always maintained different cosmopolitanism122
ideologies. While some continents may be busy building cosmopolitanism others may be busy pushing their123
self-interest Agenda (78). This scenario has created a paradox on how various continents view cosmopolitanism.124
For instance, many people perceive that America is drifting towards political cosmopolitanism. However the only125
available prove are political incidences that are not adequate to define this stand.126

countries that have had historical political differences. Why? It is believed there chances of history repeating127
itself are high and this therefore would amount to engaging in a risky relationship.128

As the debates ranges on, cosmopolitanism has caused various global impacts. Different global civil societies129
such as Amnesty International are products of cosmopolitanism. The social power of cosmopolitanism has been130
useful in promoting world peace. Different political structures are involved in cosmopolitanism establishments.131
The relationship between nationalism and cosmopolitanism is characterized deep integration of the two concepts.132

According to ??Thomas 12), universal community can be created in nations don’t limit themselves to133
selfimposed barriers. For instance, religion should not be a limitation for cosmopolitanism. Spread of religious134
beliefs across the continents should be an ingredient of cosmopolitanism. Ideology differences can be a complex135
matrix in achieving cosmopolitanism. How can the world come together when it is sharply divided along strong136
religious, racial or geo-political lines? For cosmopolitanism to operate these differences have to be overcome. The137
need for a universal integration has to be bigger than the resistance barriers.138

Element of cultural domination cannot be left out on the discussion of nationalism and cosmopolitanism. If139
cosmopolitanism is established on cultural background it does not have ability to cross international borders (Karl-140
Dieter 88). Cultural variants are therefore would be best suited in defining nationalism. This form community141
is based on a restricted geographical area. Cultural values would be much more appreciated in nationalism142
umbrella than in cosmopolitanism view. Unlike nationalism, cosmopolitanism tries to defeat barriers of political143
institutions’. When political twist is incorporated in cosmopolitanism, a new form of association is formed. In144
this set-up cosmopolitanism can only work if political powers are universally distributed across the institution.145
According to (Newman 11) political cosmopolitanism may not need to make cultural manifestations. On the146
other hand, cultural cosmopolitanism does not need to make political claims.147

Liberal culture practices are seen as a threat to nationalism. The cultural practices may cross border and148
cause undesired friction. While nationalism may embrace diverse cultural practices, these are only limited within149
a geographical location. Therefore culture needs cosmopolitanism to cross into the rest parts of the world though150
it may be restricted by commitments demands. The guiding principle of nationalism is that each nation is151
permitted to its own state restrictions. Cosmopolitanism movement’s ideologies go across nation’s boundaries.152

This ongoing discussion highlights the broader definition and evaluation of two allied ideologies.153
According to ??Butler et al. 22) ”the historical record shows an association between cultural and154

political manifestations of cosmopolitanism and nationalism, there have been enough instances of a political155
cosmopolitanism and cultural nationalism” The dual ideologies of nationalism and cosmopolitanism suffer one156
common limitation; the political influences. It is complex two separate politics from either of the ideology.157
Political liberals however believe that political institutions’ should only serve as a tool encouraging equality158
across humanity.159

Political enlightenment of the western in 19th century desired both cosmopolitanism and nationalism ??Butler160
et al 24). Their argument was that once nationalism is established and grounded it would require bigger theme161
to sustain. This therefore introduced the need of cosmopolitanism in sustaining nationalism.162

It is essential to evaluate how other continents like Europe incorporated cosmopolitanism ideologies in their163
existence. With increased modernization in Europe, many European states changed their nationalism criteria164
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6 CONCLUSION

especially in the line of citizenry. The boundary limits of ethnic alignments and immigration activities were also165
reduced. The aspect of pluralism and multicultural practices were also incorporated. This was cosmopolitanism166
formation. The minority groups and non-citizens where beginning to receive fair treatment. European Union167
(EU) played an indispensable in promotion of cosmopolitanism in Europe ??Grafton et al. 34).168

5 III.169

6 Conclusion170

This extensive discussion has closely evaluated cosmopolitanism and nationalism as a brother and a sister.171
Although these two ideologies have great similarities, it is essential at this point to highlight their striking172
contrasts. First, Nationalism sets a limited unifying dimension of humanity. The argument here is that universal173
humanity destroys sense of belonging. This means confinement along a nation or state group. In contrary,174
cosmopolitanism its scope goes beyond individualism of a nation.175

Another major contract between cosmopolitanism and nationalism is territory alignment. While cosmopoli-176
tanism encourages mobility of people ideas, and cultural beliefs nationalism operates under specific territorial177
dimension. Closely related to territory alignment contrast is the sentiment of these two ideologies. While178
cosmopolitanism runs under calm spirit, nationalism is characterized by scalding spirit and loyalty.179

Cosmopolitanism discussion cannot be conclusive without referring to some its benefits highlighted by its180
supporters. Cosmopolitanism enables human beings to learn more about themselves. It is a Volume XX Issue181
VI Version I 33 ( F ) platform that limits personal sense of belonging and preferences and acts like a mirror for182
self-reflection (Kwame 98). Through cosmopolitanism nations can realize their ignorance and incorporate new183
aspects as part of their norms. Cosmopolitanism creates international cooperation (Honey et al 13). Nature184
does not obey the law of boundaries restriction. Why should nations be restricted to interact by their bonders?185
How can nations solve global world problems such as climate change without cooperation that cosmopolitanism186
nurtures? These global dialogues cannot be conducted in nations don’t share a universal agenda and key basic187
principles like cooperation ??Gartzke 149).188

This discussion has scrutinized various aspects of cosmopolitanism and nationalism in regard to human189
interaction subtleties.190

The relationship between cosmopolitanism and nationalism has been extensively evaluated. Integration191
of the two ideologies is based on commitment that factors in diversity, globalization effects and of different192
legal structures governed by political formations ??Dickerson 104). Modernization has worked for and against193
cosmopolitanism while globalization has broken overlapping boundaries and identities. Reducing nationality194
scope and technological creation of a global community is creating a cosmopolitan tradition.195

Harmonization of cosmopolitanism and nationalism can help in solving the modern crisis of racial discrimina-196
tion and cultural restrictions ??Griswold 22). It is necessary to highlight that cosmopolitanism cannot be a supra-197
nationalism that operates in disregard of a nation. Each ideology needs each other to be fully conceptualized. The198
fact remains that no matter how passionate a nation embraces cosmopolitanism, it cannot escape from it initial199
self; nationalism. Political class is mostly the determinants of direction that cosmopolitanism and nationalism200
takes. Political interest should not isolate either of the ideology in favor of the other since both have great201
importance in society.202

Volume XX Issue VI Version I 34 ( F ) 1203
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